Google-native backup and recovery
What’s new in V3

NEW Veeam® Backup for Google Cloud v3 delivers native, fully automated Google Cloud backup and disaster recovery to effortlessly protect and manage Google Cloud Compute Engine and Cloud SQL for MySQL databases. Built with cost-effectiveness, security and scalability in mind, you can eliminate the risk of data loss for all your Google Cloud data while saving big! The following is a list of new features and enhancements added to the latest release, available in both Veeam Backup for Google Cloud v3 and Veeam Backup & Replication™.

MySQL Backup
Automate native backup of MySQL databases on Google Cloud, which features flexible policy-based protection and recovery options. Leverage both snapshot, backup and an archive options depending on your retention policy and easily restore a chosen database to original or a different location.

Role-Based Access Control
Delegate data protection-specific permissions to users, maximizing operational efficiencies while ensuring greater security.

Configuration backup & restore
Veeam Backup for Google Cloud can now create a backup of the appliance configuration on a backup repository. This allows for an easy recovery when it is required to redeploy the Veeam Backup appliance from scratch, quick migration procedures and testing.

Other enhancements
UI and UX
• NEW overview dashboard — The updated overview dashboard gives a modern insight in your backup infrastructure with an overview of sessions, bottlenecks, policy details, protected workloads and more!
• Full page wizards — Some wizards were updated to full-screen size to optimize the process of settings configuration.

Backup and recovery
• Workers redesign — It is now possible to specify specific configurations for the backup and archive worker VMs per region, reducing costs and improving efficiency.
• Health check for backup files — A new health check feature has been added to the policy wizard allowing you to perform additional health checks on repository data.
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